Violence

pow pow pow, that right there was a sound of a gunshot. It was seven o'clock in the morning and heard three gunshot from behind my bed. I got off my bed and ran to my grandmothers room and stayed under her covers.

Violence can be a huge disaster to many peoples life. Others may hurt themselves because of the violence going on around them.

Violence has affected many peoples life. It has affected my life most of all because I've seen people being bullied, hurt and picked on. It can be very disturbing for other life and education.

There are many things that can cause a youth violence. One of the things are play fighting. play fighting can cause a lot of drama. For example you can play with someone then you
Accidentally went to far it can cause a horrible violence.

I always thought of what the world would look like without no violence. Well maybe that can change. We all can get together and change the world.

Violence can cause family's to separate from each other. Separating from your family is really not fun. It not fun because when you need support from your family you don't get the appreciation you need.

In conclusion violence can be a distraction for people and there families. Now we learn that violence is a big deal and we can change the world!